A. Tips for Making Better GoPro Videos

Wearable action cameras, such as GoPro Hero, have made it possible to easily
capture action-packed footages that were once thought impossible to shoot with
conventional cameras. Even if you are not an extreme sports fanatic, you can still
take decent footages of your adventures with the help of these simple tips:

A1. Experiment with Angles

Action cameras typically have wide-angle lenses so they can capture as much
scenery and action as possible. With the latest GoPro gadget, you have an option to
use narrow, medium, or wide views when using 1080p. If your action camera has
such options, you should try the medium or even the narrow lens because wider
views occasionally bring about barrel effect with plenty of distortions especially
around the edges. When taking videos, you should also consider the point of view
(POV) or physical angle of your shots. Be experimental and use different POVs.

A2. Mind Your Settings

For really fantastic footage, you might want to experiment with the settings of your
camera. With GoPro, you can tweak the white balance. For low light settings, you can
pick as low as 3000K. For well-lit areas, choose up to 6500k. There are also a lot of
options for sharpness and exposure.

A3. Use Fisheye Lens

If your action camera has wide angle lens only, don’t fret because this is ideal for
great fisheye shots. In fact, fisheye lenses take wonderful selfie images because they
can fit panoramic views in your fabulously fun images. Also, remember that with this
type of lens, being closer is not necessarily better. So keep your face away from the
camera.

A4. Mount for Stability

Aside from security, a good reason to mount your GoPro is for stability so your videos
will have lesser vibrations. There are so many mounts to choose from. GoPro has
clamps for surfboards, handlebars, or even human heads. The GoPro Fetch is
especially made for canine buddies.

B. General Tips for Filming Better Video Footage
B1. Always Be Ready

Great videographers are always prepared. So if you want to grow in this industry or
hobby, you should follow the great ones. Every time you go out for a shoot, make
sure to bring extra battery packs and your charger. Always check that your main
battery is fully charged.
Bring your lens cleaning kit, particularly the wiping cloth so that you can easily
remove smudges or dirt from your lens. Don’t forget to bring your tripod. You'll never
know if you'll need to shoot in low light situations or long exposures. At the very least,
have your tripod in your car trunk. Other things you need include auxiliary lighting
devices, microphones, and filters.

B2. The Tripod Is Your Best Friend

Most amateur videos look shaky. That's the result of not using a tripod to steady the
camera. If you want your work to look like something made by a professional, make it
a point to use a tripod all the time. Apart from improving the quality of your footage, a
tripod can free your hands during the shoot so you can do something else like
preparing your scene settings. If you don't have a tripod, you can use other steady
objects like a big rock or a tree trunk to prop up your camera. Or you can use your
body and lean against a steady surface.

B3. More Lighting Means Better Videos

Professional videographers make it a point to have optimal lighting when shooting
videos. With more light, you can play around with your aperture, shutter speed, and
ISO for better results. With poor lighting, your options are limited and you end up with
noisy pictures. Nature is still the best source of light. Whenever you can, choose to
shoot outdoors. The ambient light in the early morning or late afternoon provides for
crisp and great colors. When shooting indoors, make sure to use auxiliary sources.
Do not rely on on-camera flash. Turn on the lamps or lighting in the rooms where you
will shoot your videos.

B4. Mind Your Audio

Great videos need great audio. You also have to ensure that your audio is crisp and
clear. You may think that the microphone attached to your device is enough to make
professional-grade audio. Well, it's not. Your subject's voice can be easily drowned
out by a noisy background if you rely on your cameras microphone.
It is always better to use an external microphone. There are many types of external
mics. Here are some of them:




Pressure Zone Mics. Also called omni-directional, these are used for large
rooms or even auditoriums.
Tie-clip Mics. Also called lavalier or lapel mics, these are perfect for interviews
or news reporting jobs.
Shotgun Mics. Used to record sound directly in front of the camcorder lens,
hence the name.

Along with a good microphone, you should also have a headphone so that you can
check if the sounds you're recordings are good enough.

B5. Plan Your Shots

The best videographers always plan their shots. Make use of the rule of thirds
explained later on. And don't go overboard about using the special effects features
that come with your camcorder. It's always a smart move to film your videos using
methods that ensure crisp and clear footage and then applying special effects later
on with your video editing tools.

B6. Avoid Using Digital Zoom

If you don't want amateurish videos, then avoid using digital zoom. This feature
results in very grainy footage or awfully pixelated videos. Instead, use your
camcorder's optical zoom, which uses the power of your camera's lens. If you need
to make your subject appear nearer or farther, you can instead use your own two feet
and walk towards or away from your subject. This will provide you with sharper, more
pristine video footage than if you use digital zoom.

B7. Shoot Extra Footage

Videographers call this the B-roll. We can use this extra footage for more flexibility
during editing or to further enrich the story you're telling through your video. A good
example would be shooting footage of the birthday cake, the arrival of guests, and
the gifts on the table. You can then add this footage to the main birthday video to tell
a more powerful story of your child's birthday party. Even if this footage is just an
addition to the main video, you must plan your B-roll to ensure that what you'll add in
the finished video will tell the same story.

C. Specific Tips for Improving Your Shots

When it comes to creating videos, there's a line that separates great and mediocre
videography. Naturally, you'd want your videos to be magical. For that to happen you
need more than just putting your camcorder's viewfinder in front of your eyes and
pointing the lens to your subject. If you want great videos, you need to equip yourself
with practical knowledge on how to film better video footage. Great videography all
comes down to knowing your camcorder inside and out. For starters, you must know
the menu items on your device. On top of that, you have to know how to work the
settings that include, among other things, the aperture, shutter speed, and autofocus.

C1. The Exposure

Exposure basically refers to the amount of light that hits your camera's sensor. On
the screen, this can be seen as the level of brightness or darkness of your video
footage.
You can adjust the exposure by tweaking the three most important settings on your
camera's menu. These are aperture, shutter speed, and ISO.


Aperture is the mechanism in your camera that controls the amount of light
that enters your device. This feature influences depth of field.



Shutter Speed refers to the amount of time that your camera's sensor is
exposed to light. It affects motion blur in your film.



ISO refers to your camera's level of sensitivity to available light. With
increased sensitivity, your camera sensor can capture images in low-light
environments without having to use a flash. But higher sensitivity comes at an
expense – it adds grain or “noise” to the pictures.

By adjusting these three factors, you can achieve proper exposure in your videos.
Since aperture, shutter speed, and ISO basically work together and affect each other,
you can set them into many combinations and get the very same kind of exposure.
The important thing to remember when modifying these settings is that you need to
make compromises in order to create great videos. For example, if your surrounding
is too dark and you don't have enough source of artificial lighting, you may have to
increase your ISO to increase your camera's sensitivity to available light. But by
doing so, you will also increase image noise of your footage.

C1.1. Shutter Speed
The shutter speed is the amount of time that your camera's sensor stays open to
allow the light to come in from the camera lens. With a faster shutter speed, each
frame of your video will have a crisp image and the video sequence will have a
frenzied motion. On the other hand, with a slower shutter speed, motion blur is more
visible in each frame and the video sequence will have a more relaxed motion.
Another term used when describing shutter speed is exposure time. Faster shutter
speed allows the sensor to be open for a short amount of time, therefore it also
means a shorter exposure time. The opposite is true when a slower shutter speed is
chosen, wherein the exposure time is longer.
Among the three pillars of good videography, shutter speed is perhaps the simplest
to manipulate. It has a 1:1 correlation with the amount of light allowed to hit the
camera sensor. In other words, if the exposure setting is doubled, then the
corresponding amount of light allowed into the camera also doubles.

Below are some of the possibilities that you can achieve by tweaking shutter speed
on your device.
Shutter Speed
1 - 30+ seconds
2 - 1/2 second
1/2 to 1/30
second
1/50 - 1/100
second
1/250 - 1/500
second
1/1000 - 1/4000
second

When to Use
Good for low-light situations. You need a tripod to minimize noise.
This setting can make a body of flowing water look like silk.
Requires use of tripod to allow enhanced depth of field in
landscape images.
This can add motion blur in the image, where a moving subject
move passed a hazy background. You can take shots by handholding your camera, just make sure you set stabilization feature
on.
Used for normal hand-held shots. Still, you can't use too much
zoom under this setting if you don't want blurry or noisy images.
This setting produces crisp shots but it also unnaturally freezes the
moving subject on the frame. Here, you can hand-hold your
camera and even use considerable zoom.
This is an extremely fast shutter speed, perfect for up-close shots
of the subject.

Slow Shutter Speed
Usually, photographers and videographers want crisp photos. But there are instances
when motion blur is preferable and, therefore, the use of a slower shutter speed is
advised. Shots of waterfalls or flowing water, for instance, require motion blur to
make the image look more natural. Besides flowing water, many types of creative
shots also require motion blur to be captured in the film.

Fast Shutter Speed
If you want clear and crisp images, shooting with a fast shutter speed is preferable.
Such setting will take out any indication or sense of movement from the shot. For
some photos, like the sample below, showing the subject appear frozen in the middle
of the blue sky background make the image more compelling. So how do you
determine if you're using the right shutter speed? Well, it depends on your
preferences. If you want a sharp and crisp image without any trace of movement in
your subject, then you should set your camera using a fast shutter speed. On the
other hand, if you want motion blur in your pictures, you can opt for a slower shutter
speed. Your decision can also be affected by how you take your shots. For instance,
if you're hand-holding your camera as you take pictures and you want really crisp
images, you may want to have a faster shutter speed. But if you're using a tripod, you
can opt to have a slower shutter speed and still get sharp images. Make sure to have
some test shots. Only by experimenting, taking several shots of your subject, and
viewing the results on your camera's LCD screen will you be able to determine if you
are using the right shutter speed for your shots.

C1.2. Aperture
If shutter speed refers to the amount of time that the camera sensor is open to let in
the light from the lens, then aperture is the area or space in which the light will pass
through. This setting is identified by using a value called f-stop. Unlike the direct
correlation between shutter speed and the amount of available light that hits the
sensor, aperture can be a bit confusing for beginners. The f-stop value is inversely
correlated to the amount of light allowed into the camera. This means that the bigger
the f-stop number, the smaller the aperture or opening. Therefore, the amount of light
that gets to the sensor is smaller, too. When you hear photographers say phrases
like "open up" and "stopping down", they're actually talking about adjusting their fstop values to modify their camera's aperture. Opening up means decreasing their fstop to make for a wider aperture, while stopping down refers to increasing their fstop for a narrower aperture.

C1.3. ISO
The ISO controls the sensitivity of the camera sensor to available light. The ISO
values have the same characteristics as those with shutter speed in that they have a
1:1 correlation with light. In other words, increasing the ISO number will also increase
the amount of light that gets into the camera sensor. However, among all the three
pillars of photographic settings, it is almost always preferable to set the ISO value at
a lower number. Increasing the ISO will result to more image noise and you don't
want that in your shots.
Typically, ideal ISO values are set at 100, 200, and 400 to minimize noise. For dim
light surroundings, an ISO of 800 is still workable, especially if you're shooting with
DSLR cameras. Remember, when it comes to settings, ISO value is increased
above the typical values only when the ideal shutter speed and aperture have not
been achieved.

Aside from the shutter speed, aperture and ISO, there is one other important camera
setting that you need to learn to ensure that you get better shots all the time. It's the
white balance.
C1.4. White Balance / Color Balance
Many camera and camcorder owners do not bother with white balance. But this is
one of the camera settings that can really put your videography up on the next
level.The white balance will make your shots appear warmer or colder. By making
sure that the whites in your pictures are really white, you have a better chance of
setting your camera to capture the right colors. When setting your white balance, you
will be working with the kind of light in your surroundings and then use the white
balance to correct if necessary.

The human eye automatically adjusts to the sort of light around it. For this reason,
you don't usually notice how colors are affected by, say, an incandescent bulb or a
fluorescent lighting. This is not the case with cameras. You need to adjust the
camera to the surrounding light if necessary. Cameras don't work like human eyes,
therefore they capture images exactly in the color that they appear in.
Fortunately, you can tweak the white balance to find the right color temperatures for
your shots. By setting the right white balance, your camera will be able to process the
images and save them in more accurate color casts. Finding the right balance isn't
that hard. Your camera has white balance presets to help you find the right setting.
Here are some of the typical white balance presets you'll see in a camera and how
each one can affect your shots.

White Balance Presets
For the most part, this preset works. Here the camera
basically takes a guess as to the best color balance for
each shot. For unusual light conditions, this setting may not
work out very well.
Incandescent
When shooting indoors, this may be the best option for you.
It matches most indoor lighting sources and corrects the
cool color temperature.
Fluorescent
Used under a fluorescent light source. This setting will try
to offset the cool effects of fluorescent light and add more
warmth to your shots. In modern DSLRs, this preset comes
with different color temperature options. Some trial and
error is required.
Direct Sunlight Used for outdoor shooting, especially under midday
sunlight. Many photographers use this as their standard
white balance preset because it tends to produce neutral
color temperature.
Flash
Camera flash tends to have cooler light. As a result, the
images have a blue cast. This preset corrects the colors by
adding warmth. This is important to ensure that skin tones
are not bluish or cold when using flash.
Cloudy
Under a cloudy sky images appear cooler. To prevent this,
you need to have a warmer color temperature. This preset
is also used for portraits as it can warm things up a bit
more than the daylight preset.
Shade
Light under the shade tends to be cooler and bluish. This
preset will result to more neutral color temperatures by
adding warmth.
K
Typically seen in advanced DSLRs, the K or Kelvin preset
allows you to set the degrees Kelvin or the unit of
measurement used for color temperatures for your image
or footage. A color temperature meter is often used to set
the K preset and it's often used in studio setting.
Pre
When you can't come up with the right color balance or the
light temperature is unstable, you can choose this preset to
manually set the white balance for your camera. This
setting is used along with a white balance card or grey card
when matching colors.
Auto

C2. Composition

Armed with the knowledge of the important camera settings, you are well on your
way to creating great videos. But before you set out for your next shoot, you need to
have a grasp on some more techniques that will make you a better videographer.

C2.1. Basic Composition
Composition is that aspect of videography that influences how viewers look at an
image or footage. As a videographer, you need to guide the viewer's eye to see the
important parts of your work. This is where good composition becomes important.
With a well-executed composition, you can make an interesting video out of the
dullest subjects. The opposite is also true wherein a bad composition can spoil an
otherwise engaging subject.
To make matters worse, bad composition can't be fixed using photo or video editing
software. When your composition is bad, that's it. Of course, you can crop out any
unwanted elements in your photo, but that's not always a guaranteed solution. IT's
always a smart move to think about how you will compose your shots before pressing
the shutter release or record button.
Many things affect composition. The angle or position of your camera in relation to
your subject can influence your composition. Even the aperture that you use can play
into how your shot will ultimately look. For instance, a wider aperture can blur out the
background in your shot. This will make your subject pop out in the photo or video
while lessening the impact of the background. Meanwhile, if you want all the
elements of your shot to be in focus, you can opt for a smaller aperture.
As you gain more experience, make sure to utilize all the available settings and
techniques for good composition so that you will be able to come up with better shots
all the time.
Here are some tips on achieving good composition:
C2.2. Rule of Thirds
The rule of thirds is a staple practice in photography. It is actually a part of good
composition. To use this rule, start by imagining two vertical and two horizontal
lines—all equally spaced—cutting through your viewfinder, effectively splitting your
image into nine equal parts. The rule or guideline dictates that you position your
subject or the most important part of your image along these lines or their intersecting
points.
This rule ensures an aesthetically pleasing image that makes your work more
interesting in the eyes of viewers. With most cameras today, you can choose to allow
gridlines to appear on the viewfinder, making the rule of thirds easier to apply.

C2.3 Balancing with Secondary Subjects
By following the rule of thirds, you will observe that you will not be putting your
subject in the middle of the image. Well, it's actually part of the reasons why the rule
works. Whenever possible, avoid putting the subject of your photo or video right in
the middle of the frame. This will make your shots more interesting.
However, by putting your subject off-center, a great amount of negative space or void
is left in your image. This can be a problem because it may make your image feel

empty. To solve this, try to add balance by adding secondary objects or lessimportant subjects to fill the void. Just make sure such objects will not drown out your
main subject.
C2.4. Lead Viewer's Eye with Lines
The human eye is naturally drawn to lines or similar patterns. You can use this when
composing your image. By carefully placing lines into your composition, you can pull
the viewer into the image. The lines don't necessarily have to be actual lines. For
example, you can use the railroad lines to draw your viewer's eye to your steam
engine subject. The lines don't have to be straight either. In this sense, you can use
curves, zigzags, and diagonal lines for good composition.
C2.5. Create Patterns and Symmetry
Other than lines, human eyes are also attracted to patterns and symmetrical objects.
So you can use them on your images or footages whenever possible. If the subject
itself is made up of patterns or symmetrical elements, you can instead introduce
tension by breaking up the pattern or symmetry. This can make the results more
interesting.
C2.6. Find an Interesting Viewpoint
Your image does not have to be shot at eye level. Using a bird's-eye view (from
above) or a worm's-eye view (from below) can make your composition more
interesting. Also, try to consider shooting your subject from the side or from a very
close position. There are no limits to finding the perfect viewpoint for your images or
footages.
C2.7. Choose the Background
When shooting photos or videos, make sure that your main subject pops out of the
background. There's just no use in making your subject blend in with the background,
unless you're shooting a new ad for a camouflage suit. Ideally, the background
should be plain or unnoticeable.
C2.8. Create Depth
Great photos have depth. This gives viewers a range of distance between the
background, main subject, and the foreground. Depth tries to bring a threedimensional sense in a two-dimensional medium. One method involves putting
objects in the background, middle ground, and foreground. You can also use
overlapping technique where one object is purposely placed to block a portion of
another object. With more depth, your subject pops out in every shot.
C2.9. Crop Out the Distractions
Cropping can help in composition by taking out unnecessary distractions in your
image that can draw viewers' attention away from the main subject. Always make
sure that your main subject is not lost into the background.
C2.10. Frame Your Shots
Use natural frames to separate your main subject from the rest of the image. Frames
in this sense can be trees, holes, or even picket fences to name a few. Anything that
can wrap around your subject in the photo or video will help in drawing viewers'
attention to your subject.

C3. Camera Movements for Better Results

Below is a diagram of the most common camera movements in videography.

Tilt
This basically involves moving your camera up or down in the same way you nod
your head. Just make sure that when tilting, you maintain the horizontal point of your
camera.
Pan
Panning is moving your camera view from left to right as you would when looking
from left to right.
Zoom
Zooming doesn't involve a physical movement on the part of the photographer or
videographer. Rather, the movement is done by the camera's lens. Zooming basically
occurs when the focal length of the lens is changed to make the subject appear
either nearer (bigger) or farther (smaller) within the frame.
Pedestal
Unlike tilting, pedestal movement involves moving the camera—and not just the
lens—up or down without altering its horizontal axis. When you put your camera on a
tripod and adjust its height, you are doing a pedestal movement.
Dolly
This movement involves moving towards or away from the subject. The term is a
carryover from the days when heavy cameras used dolly tracks or rails for
movement. While zooming only involves lens mechanism, dollying requires the
videographer to actually step forward to or backward from the subject.
Truck
If dollying means going near or far away from the subject, then trucking is physically
moving the camera to the left or right without disturbing its perpendicular angle in
relation to the ground.
Handheld Mobility
There are situations where it's just not practical to use the tripod. When that happens,
you need to shoot by hand-holding your camera. This allows for more mobility and
versatility on your part when you're following a scene.
Floating or Stabilized Shots
This movement technique uses counterweights or gyroscopes that make the camera
appear to be floating while filming. This ensures that the shots remain smooth even
as the camera and subject are moving. The most popular stabilizer is called the
Steadicam, invented by Garrett Brown in 1971 and used in movies like Rocky and
The Shining.
Cranes and Jibs
Cranes can raise the camera along with the operator to higher shooting spots. They
can be expensive. If you're on a budget, you can opt for jibs as cheaper alternatives
that will also allow you to lift your camera for higher shooting angles.

